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ON THE STABILITY OF CRYSTAL LATTICES.
Introduction.
The usual method of investigating
the stability of a crystal lattice consists in
comparing its energy with that of other possible
lattices built from the same particles. The results
obtained are rather meagre (Born and Goepper—Mayer
(5), -} since the calculations are rather tedious and
hardly reliable owing to the fact that the differences
of the lattice energies are small. On the other hand
Goldschnidt (9) has very successfully predicted
the lattice type of ionic and other lattices from
no other knowledge than that of the radii of the
atoms or ions concerned. Generalizing the idea of
densest packing which holds for equal particles
he assumes that the most stable c>nfiguration of
two different kinds of particles is that lattice
in which each particle has a maximum number of
neighbours (coordination number) of the other kind
in the shortest distance possible. Though this
geometrical principle is very plausible there is
no satisfactory dynamical justification.
In co imon dynamical problems of
stability we have apart from the method of comparing
the absolute values of energy the well known method
of small vibrations. The application of this method
to the case of crystals seems to be difficult
since the number of normal vibrations is practically
2,
infinite. The complete vibrational spectrum must
be worked out and this has only been tried for a few
special cases, { Blackmann (2), Herzfeld and
Lyddane (11)» Kellermann (14) ],
It is well known that monatomic
lattices are generally face centred cubic (f);
there occur a few body centred ones (b), while
the simple cubic lattices (s) seerm not to exist,*
How can this be explained? Goldschmidts principle
mentioned in the beginning gives the answer; the
k
face centred cubic lattice is a densest pacing of
A
equal spheres.
We can go a little further by
Introducing the coordination number (number of its
first neighbours)•its value for the three lattice
types is (f) =» 12, (t) s 8, (e) » 6, This order
corresponds just to the degree of stability which
is explained by the consideration that the first
neighbours give the greatest contribution to the
lattice energy so that the energy is approximately
proportional to their number. But this argument
♦ There exist other types of monatomic lattices
as diamond and graphite which are in some cases of
a very high stability. These cases cannot be treated
as particles with central forces.
3.
Is exposed to the objection that this preponderat¬
ing importance of the first neighbours is not proved,
and is not always the case, as the existence of body
centred lattices shows.
Born (3) has shown that the stability
criterion based on the quadratic terms of the de¬
formation energy gives an answer which depends
also on the coordination number, but it is of a
more qualitative character. He has derived the
stability criteria for the three ctfric lattices
of the Bravais type under the assumption of central
forces of a very general type. The result obtained
is that the face centred lattice which corresponds
to densest packing is completely stable; the body
centred lattice only under certain conditions
(small exponent of the law of force) wherejas the
simple lattice is always unstable.
Prof. Born suggested to me to
verify these results by complete calculation of
the elastic constants for a special law of force,
namely that where the potential energy consists of
two terms one attractive and proportional to r"^
-n
and the other repulsive and proportional to r ,
n>m« In my paper "On the stability of Crystal
lattices, part II" (15) ( in the press) I have
taken the conditions of stability developed in
part I by Born (3) ( also in the press) and ex¬
pressed them in the fori that two functions of the
number n are monotone increasing. I have numerically
worked out these functions and represented them as
curves of the argument 11. The result thus obtained
by a method different from that of Born is in
complete agreement with what he obtained in part I*
Besides investigating the stability
criteria I had two other objects in view, viz. to
improve, if possible, the existing laborious methods
Co)
of calculating the lattice sura S and secondly
"A
to find out a suitable method for calculating another
type of lattice sum 8C^ which had not been calculated
so far, but would be found very useful in work on
crystal lattices. Both the objects have been achieved.
In the course of .my calculations
r* -(i*.
I have come across the integral J j3 «- <yJ which
I have denoted by -fx*) • Here m » ± where
fy\
p a 0,1,2,3,.., and x =* £jL , where m and x
^ i
being independent of each other. As these are
likely to bg useful I have tabulated their values
for various m*6 and x's.
In this dissertation I have
included for clarity and continuity certain portions
of Bom's paper (3) the manuscript copy of which
he very kindly lent to me for my use. I take this
opportunity of expres?ing my sincere thanks to Prof.
Bom for sharing with me his ideas and calculations




Let a "be the absolute
value of the component of the vector distance of neighbours
in the direction of the cubic axes. Then the lattice
/
points of the urxdlstorted cubic lattice are given by
the vectors
(l.l!) £ * l a » lta , l,a
The cube with side a may be deformed
into the paralleloplped with sides a. ( , a^# §,3 »
then the lattice points of the deformed lattice are
given by
(1.2)
The integers 1^ , 1 , 13 assume
different sets of values for the three Bravais types
(s), (f), (b), viz.j (s)t all possible positive and
negative integral values of 1^ , 1^ and lj (f)t all
the three even, or one even and two oddj (b)j all the
three even or all the three odd.
We introduce certain notations
which are all explained at their proper places. Thus
we write for the square )f the distance from the origin






)a = (£ot)a + 2pd
6.
Where 2p" is the increase in the value of (vL )a due to
deformation of the lattice, and therefore
(1.6) 2p~ m 1® (a2~aa )+la (a2^-aa )+la (aa&-aa )+21xx3 5
4* 21 1 (& « a) + 21 1 (a « a ) ,
3. 1 * ~T> -f < %X- I 9-
Thie we write as
(1.7)
The are connected with the strain■
coniponents £ . of the usual elastic theory "by
(1.8) *( i 6 a « aa e
t
or using Voigt*s symbol 2x » e,/ i
v 1 I '
1 = e
z *?>









- ~ 5L 5-3
We definitely assume the forces between
the atoms to be central having the potential energy <^C~t)
How





D - j _ d__
f ~
We write (1.10) as
f. + (F\*}) = (^) r,'^ f ■{.= •>! f t
We now expand j in a series of
ascending powers of p, we get
(X.13)
the argument of heing r
The total potential energy of the lattice,
neglecting surface effects, is
(1,14)
Substituting the value of r" from (1,5) and
applying (1,13) we get
(1.16) H-~ It* f + r-»A*r*>V+-J
I /
where f3-f e"bc# represent the values of the functions
, J> -tO), for r « r
I
We now substitute the value of p from
(1,7) and get
(1.16) 11 , C /v z +< + £ A/ x ^ X V, JHr r
Ja <T, , 2 {, #. / >W+ itN / * >
Owing to the cubic synrnetry all lattice
containing odd powers of ^ /(,_ , (3 are zero, and those
lattice sums which can "be transformed into one another
"by exchanging the indices of ^ ? ^ and are equal.
Therefore, only the following lattice sums ( over the
undeformed lattice ) occurl
(1.17)
and we can easily put












The usual stability criterion consists
in comparing the values of
*
(1. 20) W - i- A/ 2: -f* /
for different lattices. Instead, we consider the quadratic
form U. in which the following combinations of strain
2-
components occur
iSa f= =^ «■=< / a 2^
(1. 21)
2 ^ ^ - 2- ^ ^ ') - ** C\^rt =' ' '*'* 2.% 5 3
if a. N _ H / .."f T'
^ ** ff
2. (^ ) - 2-(\5V>--) KV""') =2A +
The density of elastic energy of a cubic
crystal in Voigt's (18) notation is
(1«22) U
if /v
X C (x2 ♦ y2 + z2 )
2- II *- J z
♦ c (yz+z. %•+-■* y")^ z z. ■* ' ■* yy
cohered is the volume containing one particle,
•7 ^
If we write X- ^a. » Y varies for the different lattice
types {(b); y »l> (b); J «4> (f): y =2} .
9.
By comparing (1,19) with (1.22) we get for
the elasticity constants? the express ions
H r <■
(1.S3)
C - C =• i- 5- / 1 ) - J_ y r> -f 4 ^
f*. 5L y (.< « J - 5L y / */
The equality of and is in agreement with
the well known fact* that central forces in a monatomic
lead to Gauchy's relations.














Here r^is the equilihrixim distance of
the two particles since J)<j> =. o for r * r ^ ^ ~ is
the dissociation energy,
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Here we can eliminate A, with the help
.




Stability of the three oubic lattices.
Stability conditions are derived from the
positiveness of the expjyession (1,22)* Its characteristic












Hence the stability conditions are
(2.2) (* A-%C >0 C - C >o C, >oSi ^ ^ S?. ^ , <1 <1 * 4 4
Our problem is therefore to discuss the
signs of these combinations of the lattice sums.
Using the expressions (1,30) one gets the
following;—
CM +■ 3-C,„ > O p
Y\A-l~
. •Wt. ?±+ .> I
"
-pO) -h X r"}






















The first inequality reduces on account
of (1*88) to n^in which is trivially fulfilled.
For expressing the other two inequalities
we introduce the two functions
r C^) r O)








Then the crystal is stable if
(2.5)
One can simplify the expression (2.4)
with the help of (1.28). Let us substitute the
values of $ * and S^in terms of g(o) and into




(2.7) 13 C» -
•h
The stability problem is therefore reduced
to the question whether these two functions are
monotone increasing. It is to "be remarked that the




Calculation of the lattice rums.
Numerical calculations of the sum Sj;0) have
p
heen published by Jones and Inghora (13) with help
of the use of Epstein Zeta functions. Although it
seems possible to extend this method to the sums of
(3-)
the type S, , I have preferred to use two other
P
methods according to the magnitude of n. For large
n the terns of the lattice sums are added up to a
certain limit by direct summation method and the
rest replaced by an integral as was done by Born
and Bormann (4) but I have improved this method
by calculePting the upper and lower limits for the
error committed. The second method is applicable
for all n^ 4 and has been used upto n * 10. It
consists in using transformation formulae but in
a different way as used by Ewald (8) and Moliere (16),
This method is more efficient and convenient than
any other I know of^for low values of n.
First summation method.
.) (")






It will now "be shown that
(3.3) R""<» < f?f * 3//^'"a ^/r^
- -V- . ' -v n- i " /
T(?+1Vt-^ - j> K+l-t
and so
(3.4) R"<» > ^ ff> — "V 1- i '
x>vV^ ^-tp-/>
Here the three terms corres >ond to those
lattice points for which none or one or two coordinates
( "
are zero and the values of the lower limits p, p and
p"(Table II) have to he determined with help of the
Table I which gives the decomposition of any integer
p into three squares j> df~ + J. ^/3 , Any de¬
composition of p is of one of the three types -L
(spaceL fV' (plane), X (axis); several
of these may appear simultaneously. If one type or
two do not appear we pick out the smallest of the
numbers p+1, p+2, ... where the missing types
appear, say p and p. Then in all these decompositions
i x
of p, and if necessary p and p, we reduce t , m and
< i~
n by unity and add their squares# The smallest
I <mr,.
I i n in
amongst those of the three types are p, p and p.
Consider the space divided into unit
cubic cells by lines drawn at unit distances parallel
to the axes, x,y and z axes being respectively
parallel to the directions of i9 and , Then
corresponding to any one corner f. of a cubic cell
v
in space there will be one and only one value o-f
17#
but corresponding to any
Co)) t°)
value of q there will be V corners in space, all
v
at a distance of Vq from the origin# With every
corner not lying on a coordinate plane let us
associate the cell of which it is the farthest
corner from the origin# As a matter of fact?no point
lying on a coordinate plane can be the farthest
corner of a cell; with such a point let us associate
the square ( or the unit segment of the axis if the
point lies on an axis) of which it is the farthest



































(This figure illustrates how squares and segments
are to be associated with corners#)
,18#
For the point 9 q ■ 32 4 2s m 13; for q * 5
there are 8 points in the xy plane (24 points in space)#
It is now obvious that in addition to
the cubic cells we also require the unit squares on
the coordinate planes and unit segments on coordinate
axes so that every point corresponding to all possible
values of q may have a cell or square or segment
associated with it#
As is the farthest corner of the cell
(or square or segment) associated with itTwe have
for all points xjrz in the cell (or square or segment)
_j ^ [(3# 5) ^ (WV ;f>»)
The nearest corner will be where
q m (-£ — l )a 4. ( m — 1 )a ♦ ( n — 1 )a#
oO j Co)
We now replace the sum X. -
y-f
by integrals over corresponding cells, squares and
segments and get quite easily the inequality (3,3)
viz.., „
on
1_ f{(^ + 3JJ <*^ i1
V *rv-p r
To obtain the other inequality we this
time associate with every corner that cell of which
it is the nearest point. Every point on a coordi¬
nate plane can have two cells associated with it
and every point on an axis, four cells. This means
that on associating only one cell with every point
we shall have some cells left unassociated, and
•*•9, \ .
therefore, while integrating over the entire space,
we must exclude the integrals over the unaseociated
cells. The entire first layer on one side of every
coordinate plane will remain unassociated and so
will a row of cells all along the length of every
axis on the associated sides of the planes.
We can thus write
(3.6) \\r > fffV* f'V
where C is the integral over the excluded space.
Fig, 2
Now from fig, 2 it is quite obvious that
Using such inequalities to replace volume
integrals over the excluded space i.e. first layers
of cells over coordinate planes and rows of cells
20.
along axes,hy surface integrals over the planes and
line Integrals over axes, respectively, we get in¬
stead of (3.6) the inequality (3.4) vis
oo
,<» ^ i. / fdx
~x **
v* V" *>,v4 ^
We denote these integrals hy I and have
T
oO f* C
f cc d-^A-z- f'tU-f
JJJ-p^fcr^ ' J +* J t *"3 v*2Cv) s J J -rA I n' V'-
r} 3 /• jdX f^ -i-




I(V - <■ l^r = m-U ^
Then we get from (3.3), (3.4) and (3.8)
(3.9) i, n' > - x, oh ♦ i, (»") > CL (f.,V+-/w)r( v
> - fcoi+i^v .
Similarly we write
00 H (x)
(3.1Q-) ? - s _i . =. z. J_ + R
YK V4 TN-
vfr) ^ v
Here V represents the sum of the fourth powers
V
of of all points at distance <? *- _ (•£/"+0^3*)
from the origini and
(3 n \ ' R tf>) ' 2 1 ,13.11) , .*b
Then associating cells, squares and lengths
with f as before, we get auite easily
v
♦ *
L C I ~rcc»e | +0
(3.12)
where -t is any point in the cell, square or segment
of which [ V = V"t 'C"-t^) is the farthest




where -r is any point in the cell, square or segment
of which is the nearest point*
On xy plane * O and consequently also
on x and y axes*
Replacing sums by integrals we obtain




oo TT if '*r
\ 0') - 0^10. ffceJhdefa
7 0
t"
IT ..... > MF
fo) - / /
rf "
21.
rV> • x] fa"""iV J J0 H
< f," '
*F /7r ( 1 + 6*61-1)^
T 60 - 2. f f - -
% j— ?
oO ^




T CM = i J ^{-cU
5 rf 2
evaluating these integrals v/e get
7 O') ^ ^Trf - v-7 -f ' . ,- t Z .
1 L v (a-*J (/>') ^ (h-Q (W
*
"H (F)4 ^ («-V(P')^J '




(A-Mj />"- + 7-^ j>
ArX.
h'"' =■ [*7Vr-^ V7ct-€













ffr"') --1 [ivs-; p.1 +.
(A-m; />*^r (a-3; j>*£ (A-^;/
+-. —r-^TH-2. 4-.H -4— J. JLv*)OT-^ V^")
4
(a-O fr) '4=1 ]
TOO - * ~~ ^'WJ *" L"'v^ M ^
'i
. . _±
i-a- r. . , a=i.
3
By properly choosing p we Ban make the difference
of the two extreme eider, of the inequalities (3#9)
and (3*14) as small as we like and then have
approxiua tely
(3.17)
If f> is large enough? then quite a good approximation
is obtained by considering only the first term of
J (p)< then we can write1 *
(3.18)
34.
This condideration holds for the simple
cubic lattice. For other two lattice types a small
modification has to be applied -namely this; (bhile the
simple lattice has one cell per particle, face
centred has two and body centred four cells per particle.
Therefore it is easily seen^tftat for the face
centred and the body centred lattice the remainder
sums of the infinite series are one half and one
fourth of t: ose of the simple lattice, .
2<5".
CHAPTER IV.
Calculations of the lattice s ;ma— continued.
Using the v/ell known formula
(4.1)
w< have for any lattice rum of the
f rra
(4.2) C T ^11 a
C70
the integral r« presentation




(4, 4) 2£ C. iL L
We apply this to our two typer of lattice. sums
A . For St'') , we have
Cp = 0 and « 1 for £+ 0 , and £3 should
not be simultaneously r.ero.
In care of simile lattice ^ ^I^ pnd ^3 have
all porrible positive and negative integral values.
Denoting o(u) for simple lattice case A by (T^o)(u)
we get
(4.5)
the ten -1 being introduced to cancel the term +1
- tV \ 3occuring In e 1 when b »0 in all the three
h0,*
26,
factors, the cane to be excluded.
In body centred lat Ice, <1^ 9 -^3





(2. a J + L ?-» y
ro that
^4, 6a)
In face centred lattice, i{ ^ ? J3






U o -fc-J. ±.i/ - -
' ? i t




<rr c«) ^ y (0, H>3
t'1)
B. For S we have
mi hi ^
c « 0, 0/ »-•-( for i 4 o, i, / and0 /C 1 ' 111
net, being si lultaneously -not zero.








C*) = — 3
-g>%P (o, -e HJ
Vu?
<r
. -V- /) , - tiu\ "U- Liu^
= J -»Jk!ALj! + -$(<>,*
VnP
O) 0^ - <t«t "5 -^3 1°, <■ +J (0 J**)- /-ui s -* (V J —4r~^"— ^ ' d HP7 '" ' hh^A'V'v M"-"''
Here the <\) ^4)(<\j) are the
well known -9- functions (see Whittaker and Weteon (1^ )
p. 464 ) which can toe represented by rnpidly cort-
verging power serif a in q; for instance
^(O
4 1
1 + 2q + 2q '+ 2q + ..».
(4.11) § (q) ■ 1 - 2q ♦ 2q - 2q + ...
Jr S- VC
& (<l) m 2<f ♦ 2q^-f 2q*+ »..
2-
They satisfy the following transformation laws
Ac^f) .. ±~Aanh
i C^J - -Sr 4 i*^>(4.12)
J=r C*^)
Using these we split the integrals (4.3) for
-f
in two raoidly convening parts ; for instance we
have for
SIMPLE LATTICE
/V- (4Vv<)^(4. 13) 01 1
r c*)









(4.IB) V" = J ^ (e"17/5;
la the second integral we uee the -*9 transformation
"by which that interval also becoraee 1 ^ ^ < os .
Putting n - J_ we get
(4.16)
f3 r











(4.18) (q) ■ i ♦ 6q + 12qa + 8q3 + 6q^ + ...
0
Then ve integrate term by term. We find
t we have to evaluate an integral of the type
/P°. w - A*
[ (6 A(I <* We introduce a new function ^ and
put
(4.19)
where m lay have the values o -+ £~ + /i + i + n' - ». i - '? x , - Y
and x =- ix for £ - o ~h f +■ 2_ _ .
I/. '
Integrating by parts we get
-f- 0









ji, P * fa-1 .
-* Y y
/^YygX




+ fx) = / c ^
O <
^ a vy =■ ^ ^ ^
C>o
"2- J-






^(x) is Gauss' error function, and iS tabulated
(Burgess (?) ) *
And 00
Y5 - * /3
+ fro - / ' /-1 « r.«bri r
30.
= - Ei C~ *)
The function Ejl (-*.) is logarithmic integral (see
Jahrike-dSmde (12))and ie also tabulated^ (Br* Abb.
Adv. Sc. Math. Tab. Vol I (5) ),









■ fai I t-nc))
60 a — EL C-d
one can get all the fa) for different valu b of m
with^help of the recurrence formula (4.20)-. Now ae
the publtshed tables of the error integral and the
logarithmic integral give values of the functions
for one, two or at the mos^t three decimal places
of the argument, I had to interpolate for obtaining
functions correct to eightynine or even ten places
of decimals by taking the argument correct to siKth
or seventh decimal place, I have employed throughout
my v/ork Everett's Interpolation Formula (17) using
second, fourth or sometimes even sixth central
differences. Then after obtaining the functions (4.21)
for various values of x, tables IV have been completed
for various values of ra by using (4.20).
We go back to equation (4.17),
Using (4.18) we write (4,17) thus*
3*.
(4.22) xB"■= f (i" (^L <+ <>+<1 ^."7%.'
J
?(,+ fe.-T + s-3"^ ••;,
'+ J itt-t: <T/S
47
;




The first terra of the second integral imposes a
condition on ra an.i that is r)\-t- ^ >\ ; this leads
to n •> Lf • Using (4.19) we have
(4.23) 4? - - "ST* +
+ ... + JL_- f-C-tCn) -+-i*-efC-*r) +- vf-csv)****™)*-
->•»-£,
Now tables of functions being ready,
y<j( ; is easily obtained. Then equation (4.14) given
llA
straight away the lat ice sura ^ •
Thtff. raethod can be applied to all three
lat ice types and to both kinds of lattice suras.
BODY CENTRED LATTICE-




(4.24) ?" t _i_ OVt >«■*
n f( *>) i
Putting ^ » and l\. m.^TT/3, , we
get
TTA+f
(4.25) 0 - — ^ *>
where
32 ♦




The second line 1b due to the integration in the
interval 0 to 1, the second integral being obtained





-Vj ,9 (* * +3e 4 + ' -\ (« '<;
(4. 20)
and
3 „ -t^T/3, JVT|J -W/ijV1*; - (-«' t(u t6' ~ '
H
Substituting these valueb in (4.26) and exprearing
the integrals in terms of^o we get
(4. 29) /)"'. _i r _l_ +. J<— + z«•*
yy * [_ Jm+4 <24h-1 A **
J- T 4 t (*T) 4- ^ £ C^ i k * - *
the coefficients a , b. and c being obtainedk k. «•
from the following table?
33.
k afc *k C*
1 6 0 1
2 12 12 0
3 8 0 3





Prom (4.7a) and (4.3) we have
(4.3o> r"" - J_ u%-< aV*") &*"> ■
r(Z) I 13
Proceeding ae un body centred lattice we get




* ~ n m"M I *+1 Jw-I k * ^
(4*31) . n-7
fe * J
the table^jcoefflciente being p
k 1 *k *A Ck
1 6 0 1
2 12 0 2
3 8 4 2







In cape B i.e. for 8 we have to do a little more
* 1
calculation arid that is essentially due to the
occurence of the derivatives of -9 functions. Let us
consider first the simple lattice ,
SIMPLE LATTICE.
Prom (4,8) and (4.3) we have
00 *- ~b~S fG
(4.3S) S » — \u- 3 J &0-
re*)•W p
Putting as before Aand ,
we get
<4-33) S\ -- -d
cohere
r m. o % i /fp 3 C* ^ f(4.34) ~ J j
We break up the integral as suggested before in two
parts, first being the integral from 0 to 1 and the
second from 1 to oo , The latter is easy to handle.
In the former let us consider the second derivative
term,
~i »53 o Pp
~~Y
which by transformation
vfb'1- ^ rp> 3
3f.
(dashes denoting differentiations with respect to the
Let us now consider the integral
f /3 4 l) -h- T '
^ V *
for oP (^7r(i J we put -~y (y ^J arid for the
derivative we substitute (4.35); then we transform
ae in (4.16) so that the range of integration becomes
/ < ,3 < o& • thus we finally get for the integral
the expression




+ 3 4 J 7 '
(
dashes denoting differentiations with respect to the
-1T/J
arrrument -<2- 1 <
36.







Now for So S and S„ we introduceJ > 3 3
the corresponding rapidly convergent series^ then
taking help of the ^ functions we obtain
<«•»> < - +
-^TT^C. -ft**) + ^ \ 'to R -h\ + 2-* *
' -V






1 6 1 i











Substituting the value of /) l} in (4.33) we
yy\
C?-)
finally get the required sura S
BODY CENTRED LATTICE.





Putting , and 4u ■ %^ as we did (4, 84)r
\ve obtain
, x rt^ 7T , W(4.39) 5 =. . /J
K r^wt-o *
with




we easily see that
0/b^ l/5rr * '
7T
I ' a-
, r 'I , - If/
+■ \ f -4 ((lV-
e
*
the right hand side being the same expressions as
([4.35) ^ with ^ "being substituted for -$3 . The rest
of the calculation goes on as before \,e. as in
the simple lattice. Thus we get
(4.42) /) ~ -* ( [j3 . +- 2Tr*SL ctJ-kv')m ^ f Ufn-r fc * K
. v X +(W - 4 3- 77 2. C -f Ck7[)+■ \ \ b * -*+£
4 ^ 7T X <*. ti+ Z *- k k *
R *
39#
with the following scheme of coefficients*—
k aJ ** °k dA eA
1 1 0 0 ° 1
2 4 12 l 1 0
S 4 0 0 0 83




Combining (4.3) with (4.10)
and proceeding as we did in the previous case we ob¬
tain
(4.43) > ^ -
* r (**+<)
with
(4.44) , _t fj_ ^ V"
+ 1H v ^ -t-^V^ ^ A - Ht +1- <2 *k "




where the coefficients are as in the following tablet—
k % ** °A dA Gk
1 1 0 0 0 1
2 4 0 0 0 18
3 4 4 1 1 82






The thing that we need now is the table
giving us for vario\is arguments. We may just ob¬
serve that as m > 1 we shall not require ^ """J
and ef* for any negative suffixes, though
of course we shall need "fto calculate <j=fa)for




In the previous chapter we have derived
all the theoretical results which are necessary for
our work and we can now proceed directly to obtain¬
ing the tables mentioned in Chapters III and IV.
In the present ohapter^I am giving hare tables suppress¬
ing all the numerical work.
TABLE I
p 1 m n f>
1 1 0 0 6 2
2 1 1 0 12 8
3 1 1 1 8 8
4 2 0 0 6 32




2 1 1 24 144











10 3 1 0 24 656
11 3 1 1 24 664
• No number 4^(^ + 7) is representahle as the
sum of three squares.
4ft.
p 1 m n •jO)
IS 2 2 2 8 128
13 3 2 0 24 776
14 3 2 1 48 1568
15 - - — - -
16 4 0 0 6 512











19 3 3 1 24 1304
20 4 2 0 24 2176




3 3 2 24 1424






































5 2 1 48 10272












p 1 m n
■Nf)
34 4 3 3 24 3344
[5 3 0 24 5648
35 5 3 1 48 11312
36 [4 4 2 24 4224
:6 0 0 6 2592
37 6 1 0 24 10376
38 i5 3 2 48 11552
6 1 1 24 10384
39 - - - - -
40 6 2 0 24 10496
41 4 4 3 24 4744
5 4 0 24 7048
6 2 1 48 21008
42 5 4 1 48 14112
43 5 3 3 24 6296
44 6 2 2 24 14464
45 [5 4 2 48 14352
6 3 0 24 11016
46
AJ7
6 3 1 48 22048
48 4 4 4 8 2048
49 ; 7 0 0 6 4802
'6 3 2 48 22288
50 7 1 0 24 19224
5 4 3 48 15392
5 5 0 12 5000
51 7 1 1 24 19224
5 5 1 24 10008
52 6 4 0 24 12416
4&.
p 1 m n
\ (0)
yP
53 7 2 0 24 19336
6 4 1 48 24848
54 7 2 1 48 38688
5 5 2 24 10128
6 3 3 24 11664
55 — — — — -
56 6 4 2 48 25088
57 7 2 2 24 19464
5 4 4 24 9096
58 7 3 0 24 19856
59 ; 7 3 1 48 39728
5 5 3 24 10648
bo
2-, "2- T— -*2^
In thie table p «= A1 f ^ A





! + I ± Ha + K
|




t .£ j +■ *
f- M
/
+• K ± A
1
> -hi -<• AH
~h A.
I '









11 25 13 13 16
j
12 20 10 10 16
13 19 8 10 16
I
14 16 6 9 9




e 2 C^r) - El £-*)
x/2 ,2078791 # 9236808
3x/4 ,0947802 .9700563
.
% .0432139 .9878109 ,0109063
3x/2 .0089833 # 9978593
2x ,0018674 # 9996072 .00026042
5x/2 .0003707 .999926088
lltt/4 ♦ 00017699 .999967723
3x •OOOo8o698 ,999985856 ,000007803
j






xst% x*2rc X=>3% X*4tc
D
.0137554 .0002972 .00000856 ,00000028
.0156953 .0003192 . 00000899 .00000029
.0181339 ,0003445 ,00000947 .00000030
V' .0212502 .0003734 .00000999 .00000031
.0252998 .0004069 ,00001057 ,00000033
v ; .0306658 .0004458 *00001121 .00000034
! .0379149 .0004915 .00001193 ,00000036
V
%(-y>
.0479197 .0005455 .00001273 .00000038
,0620301 .0006101 .00001362 ,00000040
$£"' ,0823953 ,0006879 .00001464 ,00000042 1
.1124794 .0007827 ,00001579 .00000044 .









* - 7T 2- /ITT A — "S TT A ^hir
\%™A-
•t,o)
.0181890 .0002777 .00000817 .00000027
.0109063 .0002604 .00000780 .00000026
V ,0098421 ,0002448 .00000747 .00000025


























































These functions are used only for
"body centred lattice sums*
4ff»
TABLE VII.
X»tt/2 X»3ft/2 X«5x/2 X»7tt/2
t. CO
"7-
.1079317 .0017479 .00004674 .00000146
t (*) .1323399 .0019063 .00004720 .00000152
.1666956 .0020918 .00005017 .00000159
t <X) .2165919 .0023108 .00005321 .00000166
(x)
7-2-
.2915225 .0025722 .00005678 ,00000174
it(=0 „4081133 .0028871 .00006075 .00000183
V(x) ,5963124 .0032709 .00006527 .00000192
(*) .9117789 ,0037443 .00007040 .00000202
1.4610249 .0043357 .00007628 .00000213
«f= (x) 2.4541659 ,0050846 .00008305 .00000226
4.3178680 .0060466 .00009090 .00000240
^-(xj 7.9441927 ,0073012 ,00010007 .00000255
<f^(x)l5. 2509609 .0089635 .00011085 .00000272
(x)30. 4769212 .0112025 .00012364 .00000292





J hove giwn la chapter V nil there
C®)
tables that are needed for obtaining the r r*» 8
and 8W by the two methods dercrior l In chapter III
4+4
and Chapter IV, '$ have obtains t th< re two sup** for
the three different types of cubic lattices and
collected then in table VIII, Then applying equations
(S, G) and (2,7) 5 have calculated A(n) and 13 (n)
and there are given in tnole IX, The lnrt decimal
given ir correct.
The results are alro represented by
c ,rver (pintec I—III). One 1 mediately neee that
for the face centred lattice both A(n) and ii(n) are
«
no;.otone increasing from n*d to 15. In the ease of
the body centred lattice 0(a) increases through
the whole interval bit A (a) only for the loner
value of n i.e. for n F. 5, To rhor/ the Truci-rua
clearly this >art of the curve har bet n drawn in a
larger scale. There ir, therefore, a small range of
stability for the latticer where both expo ,ents
are sufficiently small. For the simple lattice A(h)
ir monotone 1 icrorriug but B(n) is monotone .ec rearing.
At B(n) is rather small compared with A(n), I have a-fe*




.... SIMPLE FACE CENTRED BODY CENTRED




4 16. 5323 3. 9796 6.3346 1.1979
.
2. 51541 .46986
5 10. 3775 2.7859 2. 9995 .5460 .94676 .16716
6 8, 4019 2.4178 1.8067 « 3204 .45383 .07636
7 7,4670 2. 2497 1.1808 .2056 .23638 .03810
8 6.9458 2.1589 .80012 .13754 .12784 ,01982
9 6.6289 2.1048
!
.55210 .09407 .07050 .01057
10 6.4261 2. 0706 .38473 .06512 .03936 .00571
11 6. 2923 2.0484 ,26960 .04543 .02212 .00312
12 6. 2021 2.0334 .18956 .03185 .01249 ,00172
13 6.1406 2.0232 .13355 ,02238
,
.007090 .000952
14 6. 0982 2. 0162 .09421 .01576 .004031 .000529
15 6.0688 2.0114 .06651 .01112 .002298 .000296
TABLE IX.
SIMPLE PACE CENTRED BODY CENTRED
i








1. 30 2. 044 1. 32
5 4. 96 ,68 2. 23 1, 59 2.062 1.65
6 6# 36 ,54 2. 38 1. 87 2.056 1. 98
7 7. 70 .43 2. 55 2.15 2. 029 2. 32
8 8. 98 .34 2. 73 2. 42 1. 98 2. 67
9 10.2
*
.26 2. 93 2.63 1. 92 3. 02
10 XX# 4
■
• COo 3. 14 2. 95
•
1. 84 3. 38
11 12.5 .15 3.35 3. 22 1.75 3.75
12 13.7 .116 3. 60 3.46 1.66 4,11
13
*
14.8 .088 3. 32 3.73 1. 56 4.48
14 15.8 .066 4.06 3. 98 1.46 4.85
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Under the aspunction that the potential
energy of the three cubic lattices of the Bravais type
consists of two tonne, one attractive and proportional
to r and the other repulsive and proportional to
-n
r , n ;> in stability conditions could be expressed
in the form that two functions of the number n are
monotone increasing. When these functions are numerically
worked out for n ® 4 to 15 we find the face centred
lattice to be the only one that is completely stable*
Simple lattice is always unstable while the body
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SUPPLEMENTARY PAPERS*
ON HIL&ERT'B CURVE AND A HEW TYPE OF
NON—DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTIONS.
ON HILBERT*8 CURVE AND A NEW TYPE OF
HON—DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTIONS.*
INTRODUCTION
In the year 1891, Hilbert (4) de¬
fined geometrically a curve which passes through
every point of a given area — a unit square
(see figs. 1—4). The curve is obtained as the limit
of a sequence of polygonal stretches. An analytical
method of defining a parameter curve given "by the
equations of the form
x * , y ■ (t)
and possessing the property of filling an area had
already been given by Peano (7){ aad Moore (6) and
Schoenflies (8) had subsequently developed a general
ge(metrical method for defining space—filling curves.
No analytical method of defining Hubert's curve
has been given so far. The object of the present
paper is * to supply such a definition.
It has been possible to define by the
help of a parameter t two functions
x » f,(t) , y » f(t)
* This is a combination of a published paper, *'On
Hubert's curve", Proc, Benares Math Soc. 16 (1934),
13—34- end another unpublished paper ''On a new -type
*ef non-differentiable function^*'.
which define an (x,y) curve which fills the unit
square. The functions f,(t) and f(t) have "been so
chosen that the analytically defined curve is
the same as the curve defined by Hilbert.
are non—different iable functions of t, and farther
that they are different from any noa—differentiab1e
functions defined by previous writers vis,,
Weierstrase (11), Darboux (2), Dinl (.3), Peano (7),
Koch (5), Sierpiaski (9), Singh (10), Bolzano (1)
and others.
The functions are defined and the
space—filling property of the curve proved in <§1',
in ^ 2 is proved the continuity of the functions
f(t). That these functions are nowhere differentiable
is shown in § 3, The proof of the Identity of the
curve obtained by the analytical definition with
that of Hilbert is given in \ 4,
ore either 0 or 1 and the base of the radix fraction
be 2, then t represents for different values of a*c
all the points, rational and irrational, of the closed
interval (0,1),
The space—filling curve (x,y) which passes
throurrh all the points of a unit sonar© is represented
It is found that the functions f(t)
Analytical Representations,
If t a.a, a, a. ,,,a where the a's' Z J *v
3.
by the functional equation
(1.1) x= f(t) , y = ^ (t)
such that
(1.2) x ® • bi b^ • ••bmv«.»
(l» o) y s Cf • • • Cm •••
where the b's and c*s are individually either +1
or —1 depending upon the a*s. The relationship
between the a's, bfs and c*e -is given below, the
base of the radix fraction in the representation
of the latter alro being 2.
It may be noted here that t may be
an irrational point or a rational one, represented by
a non-ending sequence or an ending one >but the
corresponding values of x and y are always represented
by non-ending sequences in which no b 'c or c*s are
zero.
Certain particular notations are
employed in the representations of x and y, they are
the following*—
(a) If a is an integer then [a} = a; if
a ±e fractional lying between a' and a" , then M =s a9
v) o„-1 ..... [a'-»:•
( Y ) \ ^ C ^ + a* * * * * +ai» 2. 06
J a if a + a + +a be odd.^ 2. n ' i- -1~ •
With the help of the above notations we now
define*
b, s 1
o,_ +8 +AA^,. ,
(1.4) " (-) "
* . (_)?-*■ +v,n- -**■




0,-,+a . +fl/ .A*" nm-i Hnt-X. »",*1
c a (—;Wlf' * *
For fixity of ideas ^ome particular cases ore
cons idered here .
Let
(1.6) t = ^ + ^r + -^- + -£r+ ...
subsequent fractions being with sero numerators^ i.e.
a, = 1, a. = 1 , a, = a, = ...» 0i ' i "j 4
Substituting these values in (a), ( |3 ) and ( X )
we get
C\ » 1, Oj » = . . . =s 2
Az =! = . #. — 0
1+1+0
br = (-) =1
2+0+0-0
b3 * (—) =1
"
there definitions arc the same as in "my previously
published paper * 'On Hubert's Curve'', but the
notation is slightly different. This notation leads
to much brevity.
and all the following b*s are all equal to unity ,
Similarly
14-1+1-0
c,. = (-) = -*1-
2+0+0
C3 a (—) a 1
and subsequent c's aare all +1.
Thus









tt + ~5"+-4- ♦ • • + -4 + • • • "k°z z z* z"




t « + ° +J- + -L+ + _L ++ ... ...
Here a', = 1, ax = 0, a3 a a . . . a 1
Then
°1 = 1.
°3 " 1 +L-2r£-:!= 1
o't, = 2, o}- = 3,
= n — 2, n > 2
And II 0,
A\ a A4 = Ag a . . . = 1
Substituting these val es in (1.4) and (1.5) we
get
' ' '
b, a * a = . . . = 1

















We therefore find, that both the representations of
t give the same values of x and y though In different
sequences. .
Let us now consider the general case.
an-
If t is irrational number, it will have
/>• *
a unique representation in terms of the fraction
series; hence a's being uniquely determined b*s and c's
will also be uniquely determined.
But if t is rational1it will have double
representation and two cases will arise J
(1* 12)
Case A
1» ® # a a ##t a 1 0 0 ### 0 • # <
I X
r
_ t w « a( ax ... a^O 11... 1
(1.13) Care B
t » » a a ... a a 10 0 ...0 ...
I X 2Jt\ *I
t a » a a .,, a a Oil*.. 1 * • <
' 1 2m lMtl
These two cases are different because of
the unsymmetric definitions of A1®, b's and c*s in
teras of a, and a . ,i*1 Xm-fl
It 1® obvious from the equations (/»)
and (X ) that in both the case® A and B, we have
(/'
and therefore
at 3 °v * ••• a -3 a'm+X
A =»A . ... A =» A
*• *- lm X
7.
(1.15)
"b, . • b^^ » »„ +1
/
c, = C/ #• • •c.
b,
SB C,
Let up now coneider the two cases separately.
Case A. Let p be any positive integer. Combining (1.12)




, ,» A ^,,xC>» -H) XCH-+I-*k'
m + x
8 0








f, - ♦ (P-l)
2**
*f 2 a.
m •* j»«./ p
✓ >n
a Of A . i . ak is even
Znv
s 1, A ,, =sO if 2 a k is odd.* LOn+i+p ^ i r
Substituting these values in (1.4) one observes




<w even odd even odd
m even odd even odd even odd even odd




| 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1'









JLiiAD UClUAb DllUV/r UiitA ij KJ . ulClj U1 inaj JLU
»i + X+f> ° 47
/ /
equal to b,+^ but x is always equal to x, for the
possible values of x are
/ _ / _ f
"«<-x(1.16) x = • L, - •. ^+1 - ~
i.e. x « ♦
and the possible values of x are
' . . t ' - i
(1.17) X SB • L, UV' - ^*,*1 + l**3 +
numerically















^ t Lmn-I) SI 0
/
\ i-m + H-p) s 0 or 1
rrv + i [-^ilj
2. ns.




Hence b and b are as in the following table} —
^x-nv+l ~~ 0









7w- A«M (A/e**- Mm.
-
tWH add CWu t)V*A •wV Mltw
1
I / -/ -/ / -/ / /
~




/ / -/ -/ / /
i
-/ -/ -/ -/ / / -/ -/ / I
i / -/ -/ / / "/ -/ -/ -/ / / -/ -/ / I
f / -/ "/ /
J




/ -/ / -/ -/ /
The table shows that in this case also x =» x.
Hence we conclude that
t nay be rational or irrational there will
be one and only one corresponding value for x.
One infers immediately that the same is
true for y.
We now consider the inverse problem of finding
out the a*s v/hen b's and c*s are given.
It 1b easily seen that if only b"s or only c's
are given we cannot determine the a *s.
By comparing (1.4) and (1.6) we obtain that if
(1.18) b„, m on>, then a ^-0
91.19) m -Q„+> then aAWr » 1 .
This will give us all the a's with even suffixes.
To determine the a*e with aodd suffixes we
observe that as bA is either +1 or —1, we would know
at once^whether the index of (—) in (1.4) is even or
odd. And as any a is either zero or unityfv/e could easily
determine all the a'e in succession beginning from a4 •
Here arises a question whether it will make
any difference to the values of a*s if we employ one
or the other of the two representations when x or y
or both have double representations and whether this
will afreet the corresponding t in any manner. The
answer is in the affirmative.
Three cases arises—
(l) x and y both having unique representations i
(S) One of the two having double representation ,
(3) x and y both having double representation .
Case (1) t Since x and y both have unique
representations?there is no ambiguity and the determina¬
tion of the a*s will also be unique; hence there will
be only one corresponding t.
10.
Case (2) * Let x have double representation
x «* . b, b ... b ""1 . 1 . 1 ...
x « . bf b^ ..• bri^) 1 . —1 . —1 tn
and
y - . o, ... c^
Corresponding to either representation of x,
a's upto a,^ will be the cane. But a and successivex *•**• mil.
a*s with even cuffixes will obviously be different from
the corresponding a's. Further at no stage in y can
the subsequent c's be all the same number, because
in that case y would have double representation; but
in the case of x all the b*e subsequent to "b„+iare
the came number either 1 or —1. Therefore from equations
(1.18) and (1.19) we get that at no stage could all
the a*s with even suffixes be the same number sero or
one. Hence we pee that the different representations
of x will not only give different sequence of a*s but
also different t's.
Case (3)t Let the double representations be
f x * . b ( bv ... bn^( 1 . 1 . 1 . •.
I . b/ K 1 • -1 • ~1 •••
c I-to)
and
y = . c c ... c —1 . 1 . 1 ...
f i
U-u) ,
k y » • c, ••• i . —l . —l ...
where m and n may or nay not be equal.
It wo ild not be difficult to see by taking one value
of x with one value of y,that in general in the four
11.
different combinations of x and y we shall get four
different values of t. There is one special case when
m » n. In this case we find that out of four sequences
for t^ifwo give the same value. Thus in this particular
U)»vJU.
case weAobtain only three different values of t. Let




x » . "b; ... "bm /—l . 1 . 1 ...
y • . c c «• * c -1 # 1 • 1 ...
' *- m+/
a » a *0
3-£>H+^)
and therefore also
* Ai-6~+A) "0' •
Substituting these values in (1.4) we get
a « 1» and a =0 if o is even
and
a = 0. a si if a is odd •
lwv+1 + + J
Therefore
(1.S3) t s ,a a ...a 1 0 0 ...0... if a , is evenI X 2*»v
or
(1.24) t». aa.,,a 0 10 1... if <i is odd .I X 2,>w w +^
Let us now take
( x = 9
(1.26) \I y = .
This time again
v b( br... bM+/ 1. ~"1« —*1. . . 1. ..
c( cv... "*L«« —
Is.
But when we substitute these values in (1*4) we get
different a,, , on account of bm. beingx. Lrw^ p>7 *•/
different from those in (l*22)j we have
a. , =0, a =1 if (7 is even.
and . - ' - -
a^/ -1' atCm+/», 880 if ^ ie odd»
giving us
(X, 26) t - . B, B ...B_0 1 0 1 ... If <J_lB BTen
or
(1*27) t * * a a «** a 1 0 0 ••• if a is odd** * » %• lwv T> + 1-
These alternative values are obviously different from
(1*23) and (1*24) obtained in the previous case ,
In the third combination
(1*28) !
x ® • b b «*» b * *-*l» 1* 1*• *I t »*l
y * » c c * *« c * 1* ~*1# ""1* • (I jl W+l
Here we shall have
a — a si







a even odd even odd
ra even odd even odd even odd even odd
a 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
a
,
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
Therefore
(1,29) t =* * a a ,,, a 1 1 0 1 0 1 *,* 0 1 « *** IX £IK
or
(1*^0) t =» • a a *,,a 0 111 ***1 1 •••It In*
13.
The fourth combination is
x » . b b ...b i
(1.31) ' ' * 1 * 1 **•
7 ' . o, ° .1.1...
Here again we shall have
a »a =1
J-Cm+O






even odd even odd
m e ven odd even odd even odd even odd
a 0
Xfn+1
1 1 0 1 0 0 1
j
® L, . 1»£w+f>-r,l 0 01
r____
0 1 1 0
so that
(l« 32) t * • a( ... 0 1 1 • • • 1 1 ...
or
(l»33) t a j a a ,• • a 11010 1«»#0 1 • • •* * 12- J.*v
It is quite obvious now that t obtained
from the third combination is definitely different
from that obtained in the fourth combinationjbut one
of them is equal to the t of either of the two combina¬
tions, first or second, for
(l,34r) t » * a( at# », a^^Q 1 1 • • • 1 1 •••
(l, 35) » t » » a a • • • a 10 0.«»00«.,
I t Xl*v
Thus we have shown that we get only
three di: ferent t'e if m » n in equations (1, SO)
and (l,2i) which give double representations of x
and y. Wt conclude then? that the curve given by
X = f,(t) and y » f(t) passes through every p )int
of the unit square once, twice, thrice or four times
14,
depending upon the nature of the point whose coordinates
may have unique or double representation.
£s*
CONTINUITY OF THE FUNCTIONS f(t).
It is easy to see that the functions f,(t)
and f(t) are continuous functions of t. For if we take
two points t( and tt which are very near to each other
differing in the an th terra of the radix fraction then
the corresponding x, and xv i.e. f(t,) and do not
differ up to (m-l)th terra. Hence the difference between
and f(t) can be made as small as we please by
making the difference between t, and t_ suitably small
which shows that f(t) is a continuous function of t. The
same argument shows that f(t) is also a continuous
function of t,
f3*
NON-DIFFERENTIABILITY OF THE FUNCTIONS f(t).
We now proceed to show that the functions
f(t) and f(t) are nort-differentiable functions of t.I
Two cases arise*—
1. Non-differentiability at the set of points
t with douule representation,
2. Non-differentiability at the set of points
with unique representation.
Case.1, Of the two representations of a point




(-3. 1 ) t m « . * . By 0 0 I*.
Let us for simplicity assume for the moment that m









We further notice from (1.4) that every a occurs
explicitly in one of the equations giving b's "but
do not occur explicitly in any of the equations
(1.4) ■which give b's in terms o , a and A. And as
all zeros, a change in any one attm+^wlll
affect neither o's nor A,s. Therefore it is obvious
that an addition of —(R being any nonr-
Z-
negative integer) to t,i.e. changing a from 0
' 2. + oo
into 1 will affect none of the b's, Thus if we take
a secuence of valu< s for =» —, s ranging
i





Aj —* o Af
1
But if -^pz7Z7Z7~ be added to t< , a s
and A's will remain unchanged but as
_ A
<r~ ■+ T *h"» *i.+4S
L -- L-)
a- + ^ +^ 2pv+l+^
(3,3) 7w.f2.-M5
/
b?u+i will have the sign opposite to that of
while all other b's will remain unchanged.
16.
/ ' /
And if we take the sequence -Ks = $ giving to
b in succession the values bp before, we get
±£
Lin » Lin
4J—> o -Aj S-»°o I
» + 00 or —0-3 depend¬
ing, upon the a's, If 2 a, be odd,then the first case
t» •> r '
gives the limit to be + <=*> or — «*> while the Becond
eaee gives zero.
If in be even then also, as one can easily
see, the two limits will not only be different but
also be 0 and ± <*> .
These results prove tha in Case I i.e.
when t has double representation, the function f((t)
has no differential coefficient at t. Further more
f(t) has also no progressive derivate ae the two re—
/
ouences hs and h, give different limits.
The case of f(t) is similar to f(t).
lirXL.
Care 2. As in this case^at no stage can the sub¬
sequent a'e be all 0 or all 1, the representation of
t may belong to one of the following claspesS —
(i) O's and l*s are not arraiged in
any regular order .
(ii) The zero a's are inserted bet¬
ween unit a's satisfying certain conditions,
(iii) The unit a's are inserted between
zero a's satisfying certain conditions.
We consider these classes one by one.
17*
Class (i). From the analysis of Case f we easily see
that if any a , _ he zero with m and 2 a h odd then thei>rV
f>xl ~
addition of to t changes atwv from 0 to 1 and bw/
from +1 to —1 (or from —1 to +1). All the b*E "before
*>»,♦/ remain unaltered. Subsequent b's may change but
as they would not be all +1 or —1 so the change in the
sign of b^.^., will bring about a change in the value of
x. Thus x—x/t—t will be large and positive or negative,
this depending upon the value of bnt+; . Now as the
zero a*s and unit a*s are not arranged in any regular
order we can take a sequence z'w +liS~ for such values
of g for which a2KV+ZfS is zero and 2 aj, odd and further
that the change in the sign of b is always from
+1 to —1 (or from —1 to +1) i.e. is even
(or odd) I
/
, Lim -rr^rr = - 00 or + 00 according
^ —>0
as b wfiHb originally +1 or —I.
T*l+-< v—
Next we choose another sequence of "
satisfying the conditions that n and
js* * / r
are odd, but is odd if o„,+/+as was even and
vice—versa, so that b^+fvi^ changes sign from —1 to +1 ^.^>.^,♦1! Al^rv +/&-/
y^and vice—versa. We shall thus get
, Lim =+°° or
1,—>a t. - *
We have thus shown that by taking two different
seaueaces hc and h„ we get two different limits for
the derivate. Therefore no progressive derivate
18.
exists for such values of t as belong to
class (i).
Class (ii) There are two possibilitieBi—
First — Zeros may be arranged in
such a manner that it is Impossible to get two se¬
quences h, and h satisfying the conditions mentioned
?
in class (i)?i,e, no sequence h^ exists which may
give the change in the value of b^,^ to be oppo¬
site in sign to the change of b nv +S #
Second — None of the atwv's are zeros.
Some special cases will be considered here, those
causes which may not be considered in the following
pages can be treated by one or the other of the
given methods.
First Casef
Let t*»«aa,,,a . 0 . a ... a , 0 , a • •
' *• in,-l lm+ t In-!
where a =1, a and a*s upto a are all li
Zr* + I X.*-/
further let
m and 2 <*h be odd and o , even .r *+'
Then
A as 0, A a 0, m+r £ n .
This gives
b as —i b — +1 ss b ,
TVi -ft 9 Jvv-M. hcf/f/
If we subtract —from t then a becomes zero
and A as 0, A , , =1I m 9 1 Cr*+Y)
This gives
*m-M = 1» K+,+1 3 _1
19.
and
v '_ Zm-/* *•
x * -t
t'- * ( Z™-" ~ z*"+i ^
Hence talcing a proper sequence of h5 we can easily
get
Lira ... *"" — a — 00
1
If on the other hand we subtract
lni—7 . then a+ l ' 2.^*1Z
// » //
becomes zero.' Aim, =0, A »1, A * 0* Z."w » 4M.^t * 4 / ti. ^/jy)im+t
and o^+a are even; henc<
b^+, ■ -1. K,+ a_ » +1, b„^» a —1 ,
/ '
and by taking a s itable sequence h,y we can get
Lim - ~—r ■ « + oO
e -*
Hence we have shown that in such a case
no regressive derivate exists.
It is not difficult to see that if the
above conditions are not satisfied some other will
be satisfied because of some regularity in the
occurrence of zero and unit a* a and one can always
select suitable sequences to show that either the
progressive or the regressive derivate does not
exist.
Second Case« This case can be treated in the same
way as the first care.
Class (iii) Let most of the a*s be zero
except a few a*s which are equal to 1.
Let t » .a a ...a 0 0...0 a 0 ...
where a, and a are unity. As before for argument*sX **v X A-
Zim-0
sake let m and 2 be odd and a*,., even. Then
20.
Ai,w =1» A*^+r, a °» ra+r - n
hence
—If tm + 1-rY
Now if we add —^—, to t, we rake no alterations in
the A*a and ors. Thus •■•-« ; « —:
"b as —1 , b =» "*"1. b , a 1 ...-f/ J tv* 41 *> m + d • • •




But if we were to add ' . - [ „ .■■: we shall have
_ iw — i . Z,m r *
2. 2.
Om + i odd, A*s remaining unchanged,' hence
b^., »1, 1» =a -1, ...
and choosing a suitable sequence for h' we can
easily get
Lira - ss + oo
t"_»t t - t
Thus no progressive derivate exists.
We can similarly show in other cases too
that either the progressive or the regressive deri¬
ve te does not exist.
The significance of showing that either
the progressive or the regressive derivate does
not exist is that the function f,(t) is not only
nowhere differentiable but also it has no cusps.
The case f(t) is similar to f(t).
A J, '
I*
Identity of this curve with Hubert's curve.
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21.
that HUbert*s curve is obtained aa the limit of
a sequence of polygonal stretches. There are three
steps that definitely determine the carve, via.,
(i) The unit square ia divided into
2s parts and the central points of the new squares
are joined by straight lines parallel to ,the sides
of the square. Each sub—square is then further
sub—divided into 2® parts and again the central
points are joined one to the next by straight lines
parallel to the sides. This process is continued
at i ifinitum each time creating a new curve can¬
celling the previous one.
(ii) The central points are joined in
this way that the curve passes to the next original
square only when it has passed through all the
four new sub—squares of each of the previous origi¬
nal eq~uares.
(iii) The continuity of the carve is
maintained.
Our analytically given curve
will now be shown to possess these properties.
1. From the definitions (1.4) and (1.6), b, and
c( at* botk equal to +1. They together represent
the central point of the square (fig. l). Next
ba, can be either +1 or —l; rimilarly ct is either
+1 or —1. Thus bt and ct together represent for
different combinations with b, and c( the four
213.
central points of bhe four sub—squares.
Similarly b and cn+J in different
combinations with the previous b's and e*s repre¬
sent the central points of one and all of the
squares obtained at the nth division.
And n approaches infinity.
2. If after the nth stretch we want to consider
the (n-fl)th we proceed as follows?—
To one and all of the sets of
a, ,a. • ....a we add a and a which are/ ^ 2n~l in
separately 0 or 1. Thus from one of the original
sets we get four new sets in which a .a ... a
have the same values as in the original set. We have
also seen that no change in a, .a. ....a means" 'I 2)1-2.
no change in b; ,bz ...b^ . Pour sets of values of
azrv , and give four corresponding sets of combi¬
nations of t>n+, and c„i, which means that the
four new central points of the new sub—squares are
obtained. Bo? as one passes from one original t
point to the next original t point, one has to
pass through the four new t points obtained at the
(n+l)th division. Hence in passing from one original
square to the next original square one has to pass
through the four new sub—squares of the original
square from which one is passing to the next.
3. Prom the proof of the continuity of f,(t)
and f(t) it can be seen at once that the finite
stretches are also continuous.
23.
Thue it has been shown that the analytically
given curve represents Hilbertfa apace-filling
curve.
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ON THE POTENTIAL OP BODIES WITH DISCONTINUOUS
DENSITIES#*
INTRODUCTION#
The object of the present paper Is
to consider the question of the existence of the second
derivative of the potential of a body at a point inside
it when the density of the "body has discontinuities
of the second kind at that particular point#
The well known Poisson*s equation
DV 2>V . DLv _ #
— + — ♦ -r—T" » —4XO
Dyl K
was obtained under the consideration that the density
was constant in the neighbourhood however small#
of the point (;c,y,z), Gauss (1840) showed that the
same equation will hold even if p be not constant.
If p is a function of (x,y,z) it should be finite
and continuous together with its three partial derivatives
of the first order.
Later on mathematicians wanted to
impose still less strict conditons on p and Hfllder
(1882) showed that p should satisfy only this condition
viz# ,
M-
t P #>)»<■) ~ P (x#y»z) I ^ A r ,
♦ Published in the Proc. Benares Math# Soc., 13 (1931),29—3?
A and p. being positive constants and r the distance
between a and (x,y,z), Later Mofera (1887)
established the equation if
is finite, Henrik Petrini treated the whole question
of potentials and their various derivatives in a
masterly memoir (1908) and Showed that the Poisson's
equation will be satisfied under the only condition
that p is continuous,but the form of the Polsson's
equation has to be modified to suit the needsj it is
Lin I -i- 1 - -4*p/>=/ v L V* t * J
where 6*. +0 and is determinate. There are cases
at the origin although p is continuous there, and still
the Poisson's equation in the generalised form is
satisfied, Petrini also obtained the conditon necessary
should exist and be finite ,
0,Prasad (1916) was the first to consider
the case of the existence of the second derivatives
of the potential when the density was not continuous.
He has considered the cases when p is of the form
where dtc, do not exist separately
p = Cos f(r) or Cos f(x)
where
t{$) ylog j 9
3.
7)*-1/
and has shown that the second derivative —-—
O X2-
exists "but only if this last condition is satisfied.
In this paper taking the polar coordi—
nates of a point to "be r, cos' p, ^ I have considered
the cases when p « cos Here the function of
V -
f nay be any function of r,yti and y of the form
I
Fir) GC/l)
where neither of the functions 0(w) and H(+) becomes
infinite within the range of integration. The disconti¬
nuity in p may be due to r, p or f> or all of them.
My thanks are due to Prof. G. Prasad
for suggesting the problem to me and taking interest
in rny wotrk.
f3>1.
Let 0 be the point at which we|require
the second derivatives of the potential of a body
with density having discontinuities of the second kind.
Let us surround 0 by a small sphere of radius a and
let 0 be the origin of coordinates. Then V the potential
of this sphere at 0 is given by
iff / «■
(1.1) V » Jdf fdp. Jprdr,Jo i.( o
where p, » cos e ,
Also the potential at (^,0,0) is
. I n<l
(1.2) VA= JdrJdp Jpr^
where
(1.3) R * (r* — 2rhp. ♦ ha )Jr
/ «-
(1.4) ~ « JdfL dp fp dr
o 1 I O
and
Z* , OL
(1.6) = [if Jdp r» di. .
Let us introduce two new variables t and q
given by
j_
(1.6) r » ht , q =« (t* - 2tn + 1 )* ;
then we get




the range of integration having been split in two
parts.
ITow the existence of the right hand Ri le of
the equation (1.7) depends upon the existence of its
two terns as convergent integrals. And as p always
lies between +1 and —1 be_.ig equal to cos f(r,p,^) ,
although it may have infini fce number of oscillations,






(i'V Jdf [dp JI fr* *L— ul dt
oh '
and „xV / /
(l.io) [at [dp [pdt
J ft J#
exist as definite convergent integrals.
5'
£2-
Y.'e consider the integration with respect to t
first. Let us introduce abbreviations
/
(2.1) L = t"- n)dt ,
o
°A





L(w) represent the indefinite integral L
where t hae been replaced by w. Thus the condition!!
a. s) and (1.9) become that the following three integrals
should be convergent;
iv , iv i iir i
Jd+jLan , Jdt l^dn , (d* IKaOH .
V -I 0 _ J o _/
Equation U.7) is now
rx iff I
(2»4) X ( _ it) m fd* J(k+I^+KA)du
° -/
In the evaluation of the above integrals we take
help of two known integrals (see Petrini, p 32.3 ) viz.,
(2.5) f i-1 dt » q + 3n log(q + t -
(2.6) [ dt » log(q + t - p.)J 9,3 C i-fVl
6.
We therefore obtain after a little rearrangement
i x
(2*7) L (w) = jx (wl— 2{xw + 1) + (3W1— 1) i <W(*?-*■*»*)V)
\ *o
(l-^)uo + */*
— p.W + £ 77T *>
2./* CO -t-1 )
(S.S) Lgl) - (3(f- 1) logl(s - But +1- ,i) - n
♦ (3 - 2fl)i ♦ " 1/1 - W- '
(.2- 2/^3 *-
and
(2.9) Lim (1 - 4|i) + (3*x - 1 )log2 ,
A, —>0 '
Further
(2. 10) L(l) « 1^(1) ,
and
(2,11) L(0) ■ 3n + (3*x - l)log(l - |x) ,
Same of the above results become infinite when u » 1
but all of them have convergent integrals with respect
to u, e.g. >
J (3|x"~ l)log(l - n)dpt
3 (n*~ |x)log(l — u) + / — d|x
J t-A
A1
» -u(l + M-) (1 - |x)log(l ~ li) — J- '
and if in this we substitute u = 1 the result is finite.
Similarly we can deal with the expression (2.8). 'These
results show that if divide the range of integrationA
into a suitable number of finite parts in which the
integrands do not change sign and sum these integrals
whioh are all finite we have




Jar Jan fl^zr~ ^ - n ~ -A/'- I dt
as finite nuantities, and therefore also
zrf , *71 i
l^ijh dp and f"Jiuau ,
" o -f
We have now to deal with or rather with
iV , «/u
(*<») jAf Jan J On1"-
.1 I
and (1,10), So, we have reduced the prohleri of the
existence of -5-^
(S,IS) and(1,10).
to deoend upon the finitenese of
7>x.*■
f'-
We now c nsider the integrals mentioned
above with different possibilities of p as a function
of r, p and^f- , Transforming back to the variable
r we can write (2,12) and (1,10) as
llf ( CL










Let p "be a function of r alone,
, In this case (3,1) is identically zero




This case has been treated fully by
O.Prasad (1916)*, he has shown that the necessary and
sufficient condition for the existence of the integral
(3.3) is that
(3.4) f(r) -f when r —» 0,
Case 2, » Let p be a function of
r and . Again (3,1) is identically zero and (3,2)
becomes
2.7r A-
(3.5) 2 Jdfj cos f (r,*) ^
o o
We shall consider this integral later on.
Case 3, Let p be independent of r. There are
two possibilities; (l) p as a function of ^ alone;
(2) p as a function of p. and ^ . The first possibility




I df I (3ufc- 1) coe(n,f )dn
© - f
in definitely different from zero,
zTT i
l\, ) o
Lin jdf j (3p - l) cos (u,*f) dp JA- ^ 'o ^ f
is infinite*
In this case therefore -i-— does
Ox1-
not exist.
Case 4. Let p "be a function of all the
variables i.e. let it be of the form
I
(3.6) p » COS
It is easy to see that the con¬












/ 008 ITTZr, £ /.
a-
arid I cos dr .
A FLf)
10.
where A Is independent of r. And for the conver —
gence of both the integral* in (3.7) it is necessary
and sxxfficient that
"V' log -4 when r —> 0 i
fCO ' T
and A should not become infinite which means that
neither of the functions G(u) and H(y^) should become
infinite within the rRnge of integration.
Case 2 is a particular case of case 4 f
i.e. when G(p) is constant.
We now conclude by obtaining the
following results!—




where G(u) and H(V') are not inginite for any values of
p. and y* within the range of integration it is necessary





2. When p is independent of r and G(n) is not a
constant then -^z. does not exist.
3. When p is independent of both r and jul then
— V- exists H(y-) being any function of .
U x1- 1 >
Y M -4 •
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ON THE EXPANSION OF 0^ (h) IN THE LAGRANGE'S
REMAINDER*
ON THIS EXPANSION OF (h) IN THE LAGRANGE * S
REMAINDER. ♦
INTRODUCTION
The problem of finding an expansion
for Q (h) in pow< re of h in the form
Q (h) . 1 Ah"*
mzo
on the aj3eumption that f(x) is unlimitedly
» rt
differentiable and f(x) is different from zero
engaged the attention of Whitcom (4) as early as
1880 and has since then been considered by a number
of well—known mathematicians viz. , R, Rothe (3),
T. Hayashi (1) and others; but it was reserved
to B.N.Pal (2) to go a step further than Whitcom
by giving the coefficients of powers of h in the
expansion of 0 (h) of the mean-value theorem up
to Ay.
The present paper is the outcome
of my attempt to obtain the general term in the
expansion of h).
♦Published in the Tohoku Math. Jour., 36 (1933), 196-205
2.
% have calulated coefficients up to Ag
and it ha® been shown that a general form for the
coefficients can he giben and it is
ifr
the summation extending to all possible jjositive
and integral values of a's and a's subject, to the
condition that
I 'or* •
The constant is to be determined. The problem
of obtaining the numerical factor % presents
difficulties similar to those in the case of
finding the numerical coeffittients in the ex—
panolon of fr(z) or the Jaoohien elliptic function*
sn(z)# cn(js), dn(z) in pow rs of the argument z.
This problem was taken up by me at the
suggestion of Prof. 0. Prasad and I take this
opportunity of expressing me sincere thanks to him
for the interest he took in my work.
The general expansion of 0n (h) the
Lagranian remainder is taken up in $ 1, and a
general equation is obtained connecting the first
n consecutive coefficients. In f 2 the coefficients
of powers of h have been obtained up to the 6th
terra and the general trend of the result is deduced.
In §3, 9 (h) of the mean—value theorem for n « 1
3. ,
1b obtained, coefficients up to the 9ti. power of h
being calculated. Any next higher coefficient
can be inmedlately obtained by substituting the




(1.1) f (x+h) » f(x) ♦ h f(x) ♦ J~rr f(x)+.., ,
/■n. Cn) 1
+ 4r *♦
and assume f (x+h) to be expansibleJthe series
CO cm) v.***"
(1.2) f(x+h) > 2 f (x) -5r
»!» "»» tf
and also
(1.3) f(s+<yO - ? tl'%)
and also assume Q to be expansible in the series
(1.4) » 2 A. hr i
From (1*1), (1*2) and (1,3) we get the
equality
(1.5) °z f "tx) -ffl}- a Z* f'^(*) -&j-
. n oo c»*// t /?' \P
-frl— 2 f (x) t+ 11 '
/... P!
and using (1.4) for we get
/ v "° / x h pj , x h.^
(i.6) z r (x) -a-. « 2 f (x)
oo . Cn+I>)
■b 7 SI 7 £>0n-f />.* ' [
No?/ J 2 Arthr ie an infinite series
*-5i» r
raised to power p. jLf we went the coefficient of
h** from the series after expansion we need not
expand the infinite eerier9 the finite series
>Pf 2g Aj, h1* } alone is sufficient for our purpose*
Thus the coefficient of is
2
a»a a ; Ao" Al' Aq*
0 * $ • <f
where a*s have all possible positive integral





sides of (1.6) we get
f(m+n) t. ik ;f(n+p}- ,, x./.
U* 9) {:i+n) ! * n / 2, - P • 2a ;<x u .. a,jA0 A,.. A^ f
where a*s have all possible positive integral values
subject to the conditions
(1*10) .. 2^ar « p , % ray « m-p , m 4 0
The follor/ing liore convenient form of
the equation (1.9) is obtained when it is combined
with (1.10), Thus
t1*") f(n+:n) - f(a+1) ** - 1
+ f(n.^2^ [A A+ A A+ A A
"*-2, o «-3 / Hi*(f *.
+» • • 1
+ f^n+OJ [A §7 + A AA
A*"
+ A (A A• + <2T ) +• . . ]




This is the equation giving a definite unique
relation amongst the different consecutive coefficients
including A#•
f
A few coefficients are now obtained
to show the general trend of the form of the coefficients














A. ss ^ L d+i J1:1! +
" - <f: JI ■




- +. < *,v v.) - k (*4=+-£*•) - ^^4
- cfr ( d.f- _ *••' \
^y.y. +■ T < ■<*) - #v* (4*+ yy ^4 * y<)
- t.tt(4j?.*.*,) * ^4^ - ■
- 4*/ t^ae"Ajai* ~ ) - * A^A,/!C -f -j^
- /»(*$♦ 4£) - *M? >-*4-&)
- 44X^x% 4-> + f,t (lA*44
+ 2- J.v; + ■+ 4f) ~ J-"<* £4*-C
-r J,V4 +^<i4 ) - ff ft L\ +4;
i- 4,4, a4 *4y OrA*4
7,
It is Ofvious that Am can be written without
difficulty in the form ,
(2.4) V - ± X ^ ?£'• ?£*• • ••<£' ,
where the eunraation extends to all possible
positive integral values of a's and a*e subject to
the condition
y
(2.5) aq ■ m
a numerical constant to be determined, the
sign prefixed being positive or negative as the
number of in the tern is even or odd, Any
particular d may be numerically positive or nega¬
tive, depending upon n and p.
The difficulty of calculating the K's
becomes obvious when they are calculated for the
simplest case vis n»l.
we get
h
Putting n»l in the equation (1,9)
/» f(l+ra) J gl+p) „ A• A"TRmr f 35 a, - 0 ,f • ' a,K» • ■




+ A(t) rC,) * /»
C5'1' 77^7 = / + ^ (/'""*'* + ' *




fcr J_L_- , «t CjjT
A *7-no Z
*' -177 t, ■
77 (" ^ * + "TTr A) .
^ 5 7T (ib 7- ■+ -£•?*>»+ ibA
A« ■- Trf--T^Z_rfV !t2-4 4> - J-4>\ '3^ •*• *r *fz 2." % * ~FTs
A -. J- (JJZ. <4* 6" U Jr*<4 3-6' Jt-Jr
* F! Vi7.3J- - -jrp ^ ^ -* —f/ f3





















































X f s-1.a-ni_ ^9 y- 7- S-<7< X| _ 7-*M A*'■ V 1*. 3 71 3 z*.3 "
- ; + 4,*^
s-^ *u.t> - *v,+&£■#*:
I-ir1-*'*> *• - f;#_ _*»_ 4?^
1^2- rfVM - ^ - -2^2 4^
7 ^ *v, - ^ « **-^ - -a*^Z. • J
7
-X" *'H -
+ j "7'- " <*3 _ hJ±33.4 , - 4
2.". S* i». 4" 4 J.'".*- *
+ ^TT*) ■
11,
Similarly A,0 arid others can toe obtained.
It is evident that every next higher coefficient
may toe calculated toy substituting the values of
the lower ones in the equation (3.2) tout the tedious—
ness of the calculation is obvious.
As regards the general law of the coeffi¬
cient A
^ the following remarks can toe made on the
basis of equations (1.9) and (1,11) 5—
(i) The equations give a relation between
all the first (m — p) A*s.
The sum of the suffixes of A*s is
equal to m — p , in other words the sum of the suffixes
of the A*s together vith the suffix of the accompanying
f is equal to the suffix of the f on the left hand
side of the equation.
(lii) Any A raised to a power is accompanied
toy a factorial of the power in the denominator.
(iv) The number of A*e in any term is p. It
is less toy n than the suffix of the accompanying f.
(v) The nuoiher of terms for particular values
of m and pis P(m — pjpl).
By putting m*l, we get an equation giving A« •
Then m » 2 gives us an equation in which if we substitute
the value of A0 we get A( . In this way by giving
in succession to m the values 1,2,-3,,we get a
set of equations involving ,A^ »At,,,,, and
toy substituting the previously obtained values of A's
we get the next higher A,
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